A Successful Pathway to Employment!

When Robyn came to WHW, she was really struggling with uncertainty and had almost lost all confidence in herself. Having recently moved from Texas back to California to be near family, she was unable to find a good job fit. After the third job and faced with overwhelming student loans, Robyn was worried that her short-term work history was too big of an obstacle to overcome and that she would not be able to find a good job. But that all changed when she walked through the doors of WHW.

The first thing that Robyn noticed about WHW was that everyone in the organization was committed to helping her find the ideal job. The second thing that Robyn noticed was the great selection of Employment Readiness Workshops and Computer Training that WHW offered. She learned something important from every class she took, but the one workshop that really propelled her forward was StrengthsFinder 2.0, a workshop that is part of WHW’s ‘Pathways to Employment’ series. After taking the Gallop assessment, Robyn discovered she was a great fit for a position in Human Resources.

WHW assisted Robyn in customizing her resume to highlight her skills in this area, helped her to perfect her interviewing skills and effectively answer questions about her short-term work history. All Robyn’s work and preparations made the difference. She was overjoyed to land a position as a Human Resource Assistant at a great company. “I didn't fully appreciate how much I wanted to be able to ring the WHW Bell of Success until I finally got the chance to do so!”
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